Summary We propose a method to determine a special class of discrete symmetrieswhich we call quantized -of di erential equations, based on solution of a linear functional equation. By the same method, we can determine di erential equations possessing a given quantized symmetry by solving a linear (standard, i.e. non functional) PDE. Geometrical motivation and interpretation are also given, together with simple but physically signi cant examples.
Introduction
It is well known [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] that knowledge of continuous symmetries of di erential equations can be of great use in nding particular or general solutions of the equations, or in simplifying them.
In the determination of continuous symmetries of DEs, we proceed by identifying the DE with a manifold S in the appropriate jet space J ; we then look for a vector eld such that its prolongation is tangent to S . In this way we are reduced to considerations on the tangent space to S , i.e. to a linear problem. Indeed, the condition : S ! T S gives a system of linear PDEs, the determining equations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Knowledge of discrete symmetries would also be of great use in the study of DEs; unfortunately, in the determination of general discrete symmetries we cannot reduce to study the in nitesimal action of vector elds, and we end up in general with a nonlinear problem.
In the present note, we point out that for some class of discrete symmetries, which we will call quantized or stroboscopic for reasons to be clear in the following, we can still reduce to a linear problem, although considerably more di cult than the one to be solved for continuous symmetries. The method we propose has a clear geometric interpretation, and indeed we will present it geometrically, starting from the identi cation of with the solution manifold S .
The class of discrete transformations we will study is that of transformations obtained by nite action of vector elds; i.e., if is a vector eld, we will consider transformations of the form T = e , where 2 R is a nite parameter; we are interested in the case is not a symmetry of , but there exist values 0 such that T 0 : S ! S (and T 0 6 = I).
An example of this would be an equation which is invariant under a lattice of discrete traslation, but not under continuous traslations, see below.
It should be anticipated that the determining equation we obtain by the method proposed here is a functional equation, so that in general we cannot hope to nd the most general solution, i.e. the complete set of discrete symmetries to a given DE. It should also be remarked that the problem is unavoidably underdetermined: indeed, two di erent vector elds and 0 such that e 0 = e 0 0 give raise to the same discrete transformation; we will further comment on this in the following.
It should also be mentioned that the problem of nding continuous symmetries for discrete equations, which is in some sense dual to the present one (see below), has been considered by several authors (see e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and references therein); the method proposed here is however not related to methods used in such a problem.
In the following, we will proceed as follows. We will rst consider the geometric problem of quantized transformations leaving invariant a manifold in R n+1 , and we will write explicitely the determining equations for these.
We will then pause to shortly discuss the geometrical interpretation of our method from a rather abstract point of view; this could be helpful in establishing relations with di erential geometric properties of the manifold considered. Indeed, in this language we have to determine connections for a certain ber bundle.
Coming back to our main idea, we will then specialize to the case of manifold in a jet space corresponding to a DE: in this case some extra structure is present, and this results in some simpli cation of the determining equation. Even with this, we are not able to give the complete solution to the determining equations, but we will show that by restricting the form of the vector eld to be quantized we can give explicit solutions. We will then consider the inverse problem: that is, given a quantized symmetry, determine the most general DE (for assigned order and number of variables) invariant under that symmetry.
Finally, we will consider in detail some explicit examples, focusing in particular on simple discrete symmetries of wide use, such as traslations, rotations and scale transformations.
We will suppose the reader is familiar with the problem and language of determining continuous symmetries of di erential equations, and in general with the symmetry theory of di erential equations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In this note we will just present the main ideas underlying the approach we propose, and give some simple examples; a more thorough discussion will be presented elsewhere 13]. Let us further consider a vector eld in M ,
Here and in the following
and summation over repeated indices is understood.
The in nitesimal action e " of in M maps (x; y) to a new point (x 0 ; y 0 ), where x 0 = x + "'(x; y) ; y 0 = y + " (x; y) (4) so that the graph of f , ? = f(x; f (x))g is tranformed into a new curve ? " = f(x; f " (x))g which is the graph of the function
Let us now introduce the function F : R X ! R such that F ( ; x) = f (x) is the transform of f (x) under e . Clearly, the in nitesimal transformation (5) yields that this F satis es the determining equation
with initial condition
If is a continuous symmetry of f , then ? must be invariant under , i.e. f " (x) = f (x), or equivalently (@F=@ ) = 0. Indeed in this case (6) gives just the usual determining equations for symmetries of (1).
As mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in the case is not a symmetry of (1), but there is a special value 0 such that f 0 = f , i.e. such that
In other words, we are interested in determining such that the solution to (6) with the initial condition (7) is periodic in (excluding the trivial case @F=@ = 0). In this case, = e : M ! M maps ? into itself and therefore quali es as a discrete symmetry of (1), or equivalently of ?.
It is now clear why we call such a symmetry, given by nite action of a vector eld which is not a continuous symmetry of (1) itself, a quantized or stroboscopic symmetry, as anticipated in the Introduction. It should be stressed that we should also require that j ? is not the identity, or we would have a trivial discrete symmetry.
Notice that, multiplying by a numerical constant, we can always set 0 = 1, or 0 = 2 . Thus, in the following we will in general consider 0 as xed. The (2 ) periodicity requirement in would suggest to expand F ( ; x) as a Fourier series in . This is indeed possible, but is concretely useful only if (6) is linear, as it will be discussed in detail in 13].
We stress that in (6) we have to determine not only F , but ' and as well. Thus, we are not dealing with a normal PDE, but with a functional PDE. The only data are the initial condition (7) and the (arbitrary) 0 6 = 0 appearing in (8) . We could -and will -consider the inverse problem of determining the manifolds ? which are invariant under the action of a given prescribed symmetry. In this case '; are given, and (6) is a regular PDE, not a functional one. It is not surprising that this inverse problem is much easier than the direct one, as we will see in the following.
Although we have considered quite special X; Y; M and ? for ease of notation, it is simple to generalize the above discussion to the case X and Y are smooth submanifolds in real spaces; for our purposes we will not need to consider the case ? is a generic smooth submanifold in M = X Y , and only need to consider ? as the graph of a function f in an appropriate space.
It should be stressed that in introducing the function F ( ; x) we are implicitely also passing to consider a vector eld 0 associated to and acting in M 0 = R M , given explicitely by
Then the graph = (x; y; ) : y = F ( ; x) M 0 of F ( ; x) is by construction an invariant submanifold of M 0 under 0 . We are therefore reconducted to the problem of determining tangent vector eld to a manifold, but now the manifold is not given a priori, but depends itself on the vector eld.
A geometrical interpretation
We would like to stress that M 0 can be naturally seen as the total space of a ber bundle B with base R (corresponding to the ), ber M and projection : ( ; x; y) ! ; 0 is then a connection on B. When we are looking for solutions to (6), (7) which moreover satisfy the periodicity condition (8) -i.e. we are looking for quantized symmetries -we can consider the analogous bundle B with S 1 as base space, M as ber and the same projection .
Our problem can then be described in di erential geometric language as the search for a connection r on B such that there is a section invariant under this connection and such that the restriction of to ?1 (0) is the prescribed ?.
In the above language, the determination of manifolds invariant under a given quantized symmetry (the "inverse" problem, to be discussed below) amounts to the determination of sections of B invariant under a given connection r. Again, it is obvious that this is much easier than the "direct" problem, although in general it is not trivial at all.
It should be stressed that although is an invariant manifold under the connection r, this does not imply that transporting a point (x; f (x)) around the base space S 1 by r we get the same point. In general, we get a point (x 0 ; f (x 0 )) with x 0 6 = x, and the discrete transformation : ? ! ? is related to the holonomy of the connection r.
Quantized symmetries of di erential equations
As already recalled, a DE is naturally identi ed with a manifold S in an appropriate jet space J 1, 5] . Therefore, if ? is S and M is J , the theory developed in the previous section can be applied to di erential equations as well.
However, the fact that we are dealing with jet spaces makes that an extra structure (the contact structure) is now present. Due to this, we have some extra constraint on the functions appearing in (6): e.g., should now be the prolongation to J of an underlying
Lie-point vector eld 0 acting in the space M 0 of independent and dependent variables; due to this the ' i and are not arbitrary smooth functions, but must satisfy some relations, as we are now going to discuss.
Let us rst consider the case of an autonomous ODE
and time-independent Lie-point vector eld
Now M 0 = R 2 = f(t; u)g, and (10) 
(we have taken into account t-independence). Thus, is now determined by ', and we have only one arbitrary function in . Notice also that while the ' in the case of section 2 could depend on y, now the request that 0 be a Lie-point vector eld ensures that ' does not depend on u t , and we end up with a determining equation linear in F .
Thus, dealing with di erential equations rather than algebraic manifolds gives indeed a somewhat simpler problem ! It is worth considering also the case of nonautonomous ODEs and time dependent vecor elds, i.e. u t = f (t; u) (14) 
It should be stressed that for higher order ODEs the right hand side will not contain terms of order higher than one in F . This follows at once from the recursive structure of prolongation coe cients, i.e. by the general prolongation formula 1-6].
In the same way it is also easy to see, again by the prolongation formula [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , that for general DEs -ordinary or partial -of order n we will have on the left hand side a di erential operator whose coe cients do not depend on F (while in the case of algebraic manifolds, see section 2, they could depend on F ), applied to F , and on the right hand side an expression which contains terms of order not higher than one in F if n 6 = 1, and not higher than two in F if n = 1.
We would like to point out that in the study of continuous Lie-point symmetries of rst order ODEs such as (10), the determining equation is just 'f u ? f ' u = 0. In the case of discrete equations (see 13), we get an equation of this form, but with @F=@ on the right hand side. Notice that indeed if @F=@ = 0, then 0 is a continuous symmetry of (10).
The fact that rst order di erential equations lead to more di cult determining equations than higher order ones, should not be a surprise. Indeed, the same happens also in the case of determining equations for continuous Lie-point symmetries 1,4,5].
The general procedure for writing the determining equations for discrete symmetries of higher order ODEs or evolution PDEs should by now be clear; it amounts to repeat the procedure illustrated in section 2 for manifolds and taking into account that : M ! T M is now the prolongation of an 0 : M 0 ! T M 0 . We stress that this only requires to apply the general prolongation formula 1-6].
Some special cases
We will now consider shortly, but explicitely, the case of second order ODEs and of evolution PDEs of order one or two in the spatial derivatives.
Autonomous second order ODEs
For an autonomous second order ODE
and time independent 0 we have 0 as in (11) We stress that in this case the coe cient of F derivatives in the l.h.s. of the determining equation do not depend on F , and the determining equation is linear. By looking at the prolongation formula, we see at once that this is a general fact; i.e., for autonomous PDEs and 0 of the form (22'), we always get linear determining equations.
Autonomous second order evolution PDEs
In the case of autonomous second order evolution PDEs,
and 0 independent of x; t, i.e. as in (24'). In this case we get A general remark
We stress that if we have an autonomous evolution equation, the general form of 0 transforming it into autonomous evolution equations is just 0 = (t)@ t + j (x)@ j + '(t; x; u)@ u 5, 14] . Notice that for autonomous equations, the time and space traslations correspond to continuous symmetries, so are not interesting in the present setting. Notice also that the above statement about linearity of the determining equations for autonomous PDEs does also apply to 0 = '(t; x; u)@ u .
6. Di erential equations with prescribed discrete symmetries
As already stressed, our main equation (13) (or (6) in the case of general manifolds) yielding the condition to be satis ed to have a quantized symmetry, is a functional equation, as it requires to determine both the F ( ; x) which is the "transported" of f under the vector eld, and the ' describing the vector eld (12) to be quantized to give a symmetry.
Our task is considerably simpler if we consider the \inverse problem", i.e. if we assign a priori a vector eld, namely the ', and we ask to determine the di erential equations which admit this as a quantized symmetry.
In this case we have to determine the f such that there exist a F ( ; u) periodic (in ) solution of (13) with initial datum F (0; u) = f (u), namely the \initial data" in the space of di erential equation which lead to periodic evolution under the vector eld @ +'(u)@ u .
Although this is not a completely standard problem, it is nevertheless more tractable than the \direct problem", as it will be concretely shown also by the examples in the following section.
Indeed, if ' are given, then (13) -as an equation for F -is a quasilinear rst order PDE, which can be solved in a standard way by the method of characteristics. Notice that for the \direct problem", eq. (13) can still be formally solved by characteristics, but now we should have also to determine the characteristic vector eld (hence, the ') at the same time as F .
Examples
We will present here some simple examples, dealing with symmetries of direct relevance in Physics; we will consider the case of (discrete) traslations, (discrete) scale transformations, and (discrete) conformal transformations.
A) Traslations
Let us consider as a rst and simple example the following ODE:
and try to nd the function f such that it admits a discrete nontrivial translation in u as a symmetry. The determining equation is now (13): 
We can get the general solution:
which yields F ( ; u) = h(ue ? )u (35) which again should be periodic in . The most obvious solution is simply h = constant. But, in this case, we get a continuous symmetry (for the equation u t = u), and this is not our goal. However, we can take: F ( ; u) = u sin(2 ? log u) (36) and, setting = 0: f (u) = ?u sin(log u) (37) which admits a nontrivial discrete dilation as a symmetry.
C) Conformal Transformations
The third example will use a nonlinear vector eld, 0 = u 2 @ u , then ' 
Conclusions
We have discussed "quantized" symmetries of manifolds in R n , and found the equations these have to satisfy. On the basis of this discussion we have considered the case of the manifolds identifying a di erential equation in the appropriate jet space, and found the equations these have to satisfy; these are the determining equations for discrete (quantized) symmetries of a di erential equation.
Such equations are functional ones; they can also be used to determine the di erential equations possessinga given discrete (quantized) symmetry, in which case they are standard, i.e. non functional, linear PDEs.
We have considered some simple cases, discussing quantized traslations, dilations, and conformal transformations; these examples show that our method is concretely viable.
The computation of discrete symmetries of di erential equations is a very interesting problem from the point of view of explicit solutions and properties of these equations. The method we present here allows a systematic approach to this problem using well known techniques from the computation of continuos symmetries. Although the determining equations are very undetermined and not very easy to solve, they can be used to nd explicit discrete symmtries or particular equations having these symmetries and provides insights into the structure of di erential equations with these properties.
In a future work 13] we will present a more complete analysis together with some further results and applications to integrable models.
